
Aims

The steel industry is experiencing a rapid worldwide evolution in terms of management structures, technology and 
business. In this context, technological innovation, circular economy and digitalization play a fundamental role to the 
progressive de-carbonization of the production processes and the continuous improvement of the steel products 
quality. 
The steel trade issue too is of paramount importance for the future of the EU steel sector. These developments 
have deep implications for the steel market as well as for the production cycle. Anyhow starting from the last years 
onward, business conditions in the steel-using sectors are supportive to growth. Consequently, steel demand is 
expected to continue its gradual recovery also in 2019, although the EU economy seems to slow down. In order to 
successfully manage these developments, operatives need to possess analytical and managerial skills, supported 
by a deep knowledge of the steel industry. This is essential to allow the management to be actively involved in the 
implementation of company policies and to shape and contribute positively to on-going developments

Target Group

The Eurosteelmaster is aimed at managers, researchers, students, trade unionists and other professionals operating 
in the entire value chain of the steel sector. Participants should possess a university degree or equivalent experience.

Organizers/Supporters

The course is organized by RINA with the support of European Commission, EUROFER, Federacciai, ESTEP, (European 
Steel Technology Platform). Cooperation with EU and worldwide interested parties, on the basis of enrollment of 
participants from the main steel and related companies, is highly welcomed.

Centro Sviluppo Materiali into RINA

Centro Sviluppo Materiali was founded in 1963 by Italy’s major steel manufacturers and end-users with the mission of 
developing steel technologies and applications. Over time CSM widened the range of its technological interests and 
skills to cover new capabilities in order to become a reference point for steel and high tech industry worldwide. Since 
2014, CSM is part of RINA. Bringing CSM into RINA has been part of the long term growth strategy of developing and 
widening the competence portfolio. Thanks to this integration strategy, RINA has very highly skilled engineers and 
scientists skill sets enable the faster grow its new identity, marked by digitalization, anywhere there is a demand for 
advanced materials knowledge, especially in steel and metal alloys processes and products.
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Contact us

Pietro Gimondo, RINA, mob. +39 3484156294
Andrea Tropeoli, RINA, mob. +39 348 7022168
Elisabetta Amici, RINA, mob. +39 3356682147

Email: eurosteelmaster@rina.org

Course Director

Enrico Gibellieri, Member of European Economic and Social Committee
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